THE SOLUTION
Tech Orchard initiated this engagement by gathering
the client’s key stakeholders, communicating highlevel goals, assigning resources and outlining
anticipated results. These items were documented

administration platforms with Workspace ONE UEM
allowed for:
•

process
•
•

The first item that needed to be determined was the
migration strategy, with decisions regarding internal
communications and procedures falling within the
institution’s responsibility. Tech Orchard assisted
with employee communication, as well as process
development and execution regarding new device
procurement and enrollment. Tech Orchard also
identified resources that would need to be accessed
using mobile devices to establish use cases, and
provided explanations of how Workspace ONE UEM
components secure network traffic and provide access
to internal corporate resources.
In the meantime, additional scheduled working
sessions were conducted with the client’s assigned
resources. Detailed discussions were conducted to
diagram the proposed topology of the Workspace ONE
environment. Task lists were delegated to the client’s
resources and Tech Orchard accordingly, ensuring
uninterrupted access to corporate resources by:
•

Utilizing global load balancing across two data
centers

•
•

Automatic WiFi connectivity after enrollment
process were completed

stakeholders for validation of alignment with the
client’s “best practices” for their environment.

Automatic deployment of applications and profiles
according to AD security group membership

in a formal project plan, which was distributed to
both the Tech Orchard engineering team and client

Successful AD authentication during the enrollment

•

Segmented administration of the environment
utilizing role-based access controls (RBAC)

•

S i m p l i f i e d p ro cu re m e nt , e n ro l l m e nt a n d
deployment processes allowing for efficient
onboarding

RESULTS
1. The Client was able to successfully migrate their
mobile environment to VMware’s Workspace
ONE UEM platform within the proposed time
frame provided by IT Management , while
decommissioning the BlackBerry environment for
significant O&M cost savings.
2. Because single points of failure were eliminated,
100% uptime could be achieved.
3. Stakeholders could securely access email using
the Secure Email Gateway, file shares using the
Content Gateway and internal websites using the
Universal Access Gateway. Corporate certificates
were deployed to devices to provide authentication.
4. Multiples levels of IT support were configured
for segmented administration of the VMware
Workspace ONE UEM environment (RBAC).

Configuring high availability for each Workspace

First-level support roles were created to provide

ONE UEM component, per data center

end-user assistance when required. Infrastructure

Configuring automatic failover to each datacenter
in the case of a full datacenter outage

Integration of the client’s on-premise Active Directory
(AD), certificate authorities, WiFi broadcasts and other

administration roles were created to give IT
administrators access to fully maintain the
environment. Report viewer-only access roles
were created to give specific administrators readonly rights to download configurable system and
user reports.
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